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ABSTRACT
Deep narrow-band HST imaging of the iconic spiral galaxy M101 has revealed over a thou-
sand new Wolf Rayet (WR) candidates. We report spectrographic confirmation of 10 He ii-
emission line sources hosting 15 WR stars. We find WR stars present at both sub– and super–
solar metalicities with WC stars favouring more metal-rich regions compared to WN stars. We
investigate the association of WR stars with H ii regions using archival HST imaging and con-
clude that the majority of WR stars are in or associated with H ii regions. Of the 10 emission
lines sources, only one appears to be unassociated with a star-forming region. Our spectro-
scopic survey provides confidence that our narrow-band photometric candidates are in fact
bonafide WR stars, which will allow us to characterise the progenitors of any core-collapse
supernovae that erupt in the future in M101.
Key words: Wolf Rayet Stars – HII regions – Spectroscopy.
1 INTRODUCTION
Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars are the descendants of massive O stars.
They display powerful stellar winds, resulting in unique, broad
emission-line spectra which allow us to detect WR stars in both
Local Group (Moffat & Shara 1983; Massey & Johnson 1998; Neu-
gent &Massey 2011) and more distant star-forming galaxies (Conti
& Vacca 1990; Hadfield et al. 2005). The strong stellar winds strip
the outer layers, revealing the nuclear by-products of central core
burning in the photosphere of the star. The products of hydrogen
burning via the CNO cycle are seen at the surface in nitrogen-rich
WN stars while the products of helium burning are revealed in more
evolved carbon-rich WC stars and even more evolved oxygen-rich
WO stars.
Stellar evolutionary theory suggests that massive stars end
their lives as core-collapse supernovae, providing chemical enrich-
ment within the interstellar medium (ISM). Indeed, Red Super-
giants (RSGs) between 8–16M⊙ have been directly observed to pro-
duce hydrogen–rich Type II-P ccSNe (Mattila et al. 2010; Smartt
2009). Theoretical models have also supported WN and WC stars
as progenitors of H–poor Type Ib and H– and He–poor Type Ic cc-
SNe, respectively, since such elements have been stripped from the
star via strong stellar winds (Groh et al. 2013).
Since most O and WR stars are in massive binaries, one ex-
⋆ E-mail: jpledger@uclan.ac.uk
pects the ccSN of the initially more massive star to lead to a Black
Hole (BH) + O star , followed by a BH+WR star binary. Exam-
ples of such systems include Cyg X-1 (Gies et al. 2003) as well as
IC10 X-1 (Prestwich et al. 2007; Silverman & Filippenko 2008),
NGC300 X-1 (Crowther et al. 2010) and M33 X-7 (Orosz et al.
2007). However such systems are rare and normally the asymmet-
ric SN explosion combined with the orbital motion in the original
binary will lead to two runaway stars, one of which will evolve as
a single WR star.
One problem with this massive star evolution scenario is the
growing lack of direct detections of Type Ib/c progenitors, which
has called into question the WR-ccSNe connection (Smartt 2009).
For example, pre-explosion images at the location of Type Ic
SN 2002ap in M74 failed to reveal a progenitor down to MB = –
4.2mag. A binary scenario was, instead, favoured by Crockett et
al. (2007). In addition, (Eldridge et al. 2013) suggest that all Type
Ib/c progenitors are the result of low–mass helium cores produced
during binary evolution, proposing that the WR stars may produce
black holes with which no visible component is associated. How-
ever, Smith et al. (2011) show that the inclusion of both binary and
single evolutionary paths is optimum for reproducing the observed
ccSNe rate from a standard initial mass function whilst Cao et al.
(2013) report that the photometric properties of the progenitor of
Type Ib SN iPTF13bvn are consistent with those of a WR star. Sim-
ilarly, analysis of the light curve and ejecta mass of the Type Ibn SN
c© The Authors
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OGLE-2014-SN-131 suggests a massive WR progenitor, although
no direct detection has been made (Karamehmetoglu et al. 2017).
We need a catalogue of ∼ 20,000 WR stars to definitively
demonstrate that WR stars are, or are not, the progenitors of
Type Ibc SNe. This is because the mean lifetime of a WR star
is ∼300,000 years so assuming that each star has an average of
∼150,000 years left as a WR star, one WR star from a sample of
20,000 should explode as a Ibc SNe within 7 years, although one
within 50 years would be a more conservative estimate. Conversely,
the demonstration that Ibc SNe come from objects that are fainter in
He ii than the faintest known WR stars, such as those in the metal-
poor Small Magellanic Cloud, would indicate that most WR stars
do not end their lives as supernovae.
M101 is an ideal galaxy with which to study the content and
associated environments of WR stars. At a distance of 6.4Mpc
(Shappee & Stanek 2011) we are still able to resolve large clus-
ters, and the face-on orientation is favourable to an acceptable level
of extinction, typically between 0.25–1mag (Cedrés & Cepa 2002).
Based on Hα imaging, Kennicutt (1998) determined a Star Forma-
tion Rate (SFR)∼1.7M⊙yr−1. This is a lower limit as they note that
coverage is not complete, which is consistent with the upper value
of SFR∼3.3M⊙yr−1 found by Jarrett et al. (2013) from UV and
IR observations. Based on a Milky Way SFR∼2M⊙yr−1 (Chomiuk
& Povich 2011) and a predicted Galactic WR population ∼1900
(Rosslowe & Crowther 2015) we expect ∼3000 WR stars in M101.
In addition, M101 has a strong metallicity gradient, extending
from a super-solar metallicity of log(O/H)+12=+8.9 in the cen-
tral regions to log(O/H)+12=+7.5 in the outer regions (Rosa &
Benvenuti 1994; Bresolin 2007; Cedrés, Urbaneja & Cepa 2004),
allowing us to test N(WR)/N(O) and N(WN)/N(WC) ratios as a
function of ambient metallicity predicted from stellar evolutionary
models (Eldridge & Vink 2006; Meynet & Maeder 2005).
Currently the only published spectrum of a WR star in M101
is that of the WR counterpart to ULX-1 which is identified as
a WN8 star by Liu et al. (2013). In this paper we present new
Gemini/GMOS spectroscopy of 10 WR candidates identified from
F469N narrow-band imaging using WFC3 on HST. In Section 2
we describe details of our observations, followed by our data re-
duction techniques in Section 3. Our results are presented in Sec-
tion 4, along with Hα analysis in Section 5. Discussion of our non-
detections is presented in Section 4.4 followed by a summary in
Section 6.
2 OBSERVATIONS
M101 was observed in Cycle 17 by the Hubble Space Telescope,
Wide Field Camera 3 (HST/WFC3), under program ID 11635 (PI.
Shara). Eighteen pointings, each with a 2.7×2.7 arcmin field of
view, were obtained using the narrow-band F469N filter (tuned to
He iiλ4684Å) to identify Wolf-Rayet (WR) candidates. A detailed
account of the image analysis and first results is presented in Shara
et al. (2013). At a distance of 6.4Mpc (Shappee & Stanek 2011)
our M101 imaging has a spatial scale of ∼ 1.24pc pixel−1 based on
HST/WFC3 0.04 arcsec pixel−1.
Full details of our imaging survey and initial results are pre-
sented in Shara et al. (2013). In summary, we found 25 F469N
bright objects as WR candidates and 71 candidate Red Supergiant
(RSG) stars in one of our 18 HST fields. We noted their distribu-
tion, namely that the WR stars were much more concentrated in
the young star-forming complex NGC 5462 compared to the RSG.
This is all predicated on the assumption that the F469N bright ob-
Figure 1. An image of M101 taken with the KPNO Schmidt telescope
trimmed to ∼16.5×12 arcmin showing the location of the three GMOS
pointings, each of 5.5×5.5 arcmin and the corresponding WFC3 pointings
of 2.7×2.7 arcmin.
jects really are WR stars. This demands follow-up spectroscopy of
the WR candidates, which will also allow us to distinguish between
WN and WC stars. This is also a test of stellar evolutionary theory
which predicts more WC stars in metal-rich regions of the galaxy.
As a first step we obtained observations with the Gemini-
North Multi- Object Spectrograph (GMOS) under program ID GN-
2012A-Q-49 (PI: Bibby). In total, 7 GMOS masks were designed,
providing good coverage of the central region of M101. By observ-
ing additional spectrophotometric standard stars we were also able
to flux calibrate the spectra to ascertain whether eachWR candidate
is in fact multiple WR stars, as is commonly seen in previous stud-
ies e.g. in NGC 2403 (Drissen et al. 1999) and NGC 7793 (Bibby
& Crowther 2010).
2.1 Pre-Imaging
The 5×5 arcmin GMOS field is approximately twice the size of
the HST/WFC3 field of view and as such each GMOS pointing
covers several HST pointings. To design the MOS masks from the
WFC3/F469N imaging would have required multiple pointings to
be combined onto a single mosaic image. Unfortunately this was
not possible as the F469N fields did not overlap sufficiently. Con-
sequently we opted to use GMOS imaging to ensure that we could
take full advantage of the ∼30 slits GMOS can accommodate.
The Gemini Science Archive contained g-band imaging ob-
tained on February 21 2007, under program ID GN-2007A-Q-72
(PI: Chandar) which covered the central and north-east regions of
M101. However, in order to sample the complete radial distribu-
tion of WR stars we obtained additional pre-imaging on February
16 2012, covering the southern central region of M101. The cover-
age of M101 with both HST and Gemini is shown in Figure 1. The
archival and new GMOS imaging had similar spatial resolutions of
∼1.0 arcsec and ∼1.1 arcsec, respectively.
2.2 GMOS spectroscopy
Gemini Multi-Object Spectroscopy of WR candidates in M101 was
obtained during April-June 2012 in seeing conditions ranging be-
tween ∼0.7 and ∼1.0 arcsec. The R150 grism was used, with no
MNRAS 000, 1–23 ()
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Table 1. Observational log for Gemini/GMOS observations of M101 ob-
tained under program ID GN-2012A-Q49 (PI: Bibby). The number in
parenthesis indicates the number of exposures obtained.
Date MOS Exposure λc Airmass Seeing
Mask time (s) (Å) (arcsec)
28 Feb 2012 # 1 2240 (2) 510 1.28 0.75
28 Feb 2012 # 1 2240 (2) 530 1.22 0.87
3 Apr 2012 # 2 2240 (2) 510 1.30 0.73
12 Apr 2012 # 2 2240 (2) 530 1.43 0.73
13 Apr 2012 # 3 2240 (2) 510 1.29 0.93
26 Apr 2012 # 3 2240 (2) 530 1.24 0.73
26 Apr 2012 # 4 2300 (3) 510 1.25 0.73
20 May 2012 # 4 2300 (2) 530 1.34 0.71
21 May 2012 # 4 2300 (1) 530 1.34 0.80
21 May 2012 # 5 2240 (2) 510 1.22 0.80
21 May 2012 # 5 2240 (1) 530 1.23 0.80
29 Jun 2012 #5 2240 (1) 530 1.26 0.79
27 Jun 2012 # 6 2240 (2) 510 1.29 0.59
29 Jun 2012 # 6 2240 (1) 530 1.22 0.79
29 Jun 2012 # 7 2240 (2) 510 1.36 0.79
30 Jun 2012 # 7 2240 (2) 530 1.23 0.75
blocking filter, to allow a large wavelength range to include numer-
ous stellar and nebular diagnostic lines. Standard dithering tech-
niques were used with a central wavelength of 510nm and 530nm
to provide full coverage across the chip gaps on GMOS in the spec-
tral dimension.
MOS masks were designed using the Gemini mask prepara-
tion software and co-ordinates were transformed from HST/WFC3
imaging to Gemini pre-imaging. Any gaps in the MOSmask design
were filled with slits placed on H ii regions to maximise the science
output; results of these regions will be presented in a future paper.
The spectral dispersion obtained ∼3.5Å pixel−1 and the reso-
lution was derived from nebular lines to be ∼15Å. Exposure times
for MOS masks #1–3 and # 5–7 were 4×2240 sec, while MOS
mask #4 was observed for 6×2300 seconds as we tried to sample
the faintest WR candidates, at the limit of GMOS’s capability. A
summary of the spectroscopic observations is presented in Table 1.
3 DATA REDUCTION & CALIBRATION
Spectroscopic data reduction was performed using standard Gemini
iraf
1 reduction packages including gprepare and gsreduce. Wave-
length calibration was performed from observations of a CuAr
lamp using the same instrumental setup and MOS mask as the sci-
ence observations.
In order for flux calibration to be possible we obtained obser-
vations of the spectrophotometric standard HZ44 (Oke 1990) on
the same night as MOS mask #1. The second order contamination
from the R150 grism prevented the Gemini iraf software from be-
ing used so flux calibration was achieved using the starlink pack-
age figaro instead (Shortridge et al. 2004). The wavelength range
was trimmed to 4000–7000 Å to remove the majority of the second
order contamination and both the observed and tabulated standards
1 IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatories,
which are operated by the Association of Universities for Research in
Astronomy, Inc., under cooperative agreement with the National Science
Foundation.
were fit with a spline function and then divided by each other to
produce a calibration curve.
Since our observing program only allowed for one standard
star observation we cross-calibrated the other MOS masks using
a common object and determining a calibration factor. The excep-
tion was MOS mask #6 and #7 which covered the most southernly
region of M101 and which did not contain the calibration object
so an additional object was used. Unfortunately this object was too
faint to extract with the Gemini packages so cross-calibration could
not be performed in this way, however the calibration factor for the
other MOS masks were relatively consistent so the average was
used.
To achieve an absolute flux calibration we have to account for
slit losses since not all of the WR light will enter the slit. This
was achieved by comparing the empirical photometric magnitude
of each source to its spectroscopic magnitude calculated by con-
volving the observed spectrum with the filter bandpass. For masks
#1,2,5,6 we found the fraction of light in the slit to be 0.86, and
0.76 for mask #4. No WR sources were extracted from Mask #7 so
no slit losses were determined. The majority of the synthetic mag-
nitudes revealed a brighter source than in the HST imaging, sug-
gesting that the spectra was contaminated by additional sources.
This is not surprising, or unexpected since the GMOS slit width is
significantly larger than the HST/WFC3 resolution.
4 RESULTS
The GMOS spectra were analysed using the Emission Line Fitting
routine (ELF) within dipso to measure line fluxes of both stellar and
nebular emission lines(Howarth et al. 2004).
4.1 Nebular Analysis
Where possible we made local estimates of extinction using Balmer
line ratios, assuming Case B recombination for an optically thick
nebula and a Standard Galactic Extinction Law. We used the
Hα/Hβ= 2.86 line ratio for all nebular sources apart from #48 and
#112 where the Hβ line unfortunately fell within the chip gap due
to the source being unable to be extracted in one or more of the
exposures. In both cases, the Hγλ4343 emission line was present
so we used the Hα/Hγ= 0.164 line ratio (Osterbrock & Ferland,
2006) to determine extinction. The line fluxes and resulting E(B-
V) values for each nebular source are presented in Table 2. We note
that where there were no nebular lines present we adopt a value of
E(B-V)= 0.44mag from Lee et al. (2009), which is consistent with
our average of E(B–V)= 0.42±0.07mag.
For estimates of the metallicity of the nebular regions we rely
on the strong line method of Pettini & Pagel, (2004) using the
[N ii]/Hα ratio as a proxy for metallicity since the [O ii]λ3727 line
was not detected in our spectra. Given the proximity of [N ii] λ6583
to the Hαλ6568 emission line, the narrow-band filter includes a
contribution from both, and hence we need to correct for this con-
tribution in our measurement of L(Hα). Where nebular lines are
present in our GMOS spectra the [N ii]/Hα ratio has been deter-
mined directly whilst for others a ratio of [N ii]/Hα= 0.54 has been
taken from Kennicutt et al. (2008). This is slightly higher than
our average [N ii]/Hα ratio of 0.37±0.07 albeit from a small sample
size.
Using the N2 method from Pettini & Pagel, (2004) to deter-
mine the metallicity of those H ii regions hosting WR stars we find
a range of log(O/H)+12= 8.41–8.80 with errors of ±0.4 dex. Using
MNRAS 000, 1–23 ()
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Table 2. Nebular analysis of H ii regions hosting WR stars. Fluxes
and Intensities are given relative to Hα= 100 where Hα is in units of
×10−16ergs−1 cm−2 and extinctions are determined using Balmer line ra-
tios of Hα/Hβ= 2.86 or Hγ/Hα= 0.165 (Osterbrock & Ferland, 2006). The
metallicity of the region is determined using both the N2 and O3N2 meth-
ods of Pilyugin & Thuan, (2005). c/g indicates that the line was in the chip
gap so no flux was measured
Source ID
ID λ(Å) 48 1012 1016 49 112 1024 2053
F(Hδ) 4100 7.71 – – – – – –
I(Hδ) 4100 9.67 – – – – – –
F(Hγ) 4343 13.3 16.5 6.47 – 7.19 10.9 5.57
I(Hγ) 4343 16.3 18.8 17.9 – 15.9 21.7 24.0
F(Hβ) 4861 c/g 32.0 19.0 30.8 c/g 21.7 12.7
I(Hβ) 4861 c/g 35.1 35.2 33.9 c/g 35.3 9.03
F([O iii]) 4959 22.1 – – 9.74 3.03 0.37 6.73
I([O iii]) 4959 25.5 – – 10.4 5.07 0.51 21.2
F([O iii]) 5007 53.8 1.68 3.96 49.5 8.94 2.80 7.71
I([O iii]) 5007 61.7 1.59 7.16 54.7 14.8 4.21 23.1
F(Hα) 6563 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
I(Hα) 6563 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
F([N ii]) 6583 31.2 34.8 64.6 66.6 30.0 22.6 14.7
I([N ii]) 6583 31.2 34.7 63.3 66.7 29.9 22.5 14.2
F(Hα) 6563 42.0 71.3 236.6 3.80 143.2 66.7 224.3
I(Hα) 6563 57.7 86.5 929.1 4.98 475.7 189.4 2058.0
E(B-V) 0.14 0.09 0.59 0.12 0.53 0.46 0.98
[NII]/Hα 0.31 0.35 0.63 0.67 0.30 0.22 0.14
log(O/H)+121 8.61 8.64 8.79 8.80 8.60 8.53 8.41
O iii/Hβ – 0.40 0.20 1.61 – 0.12 0.60
log(O/H)+122 – 8.74 8.92 8.64 – 8.85 8.56
log(O/H)+123 8.61 8.69 8.85 8.72 8.60 8.69 8.49
R/R25 0.18 0.11 0.13 0.16 0.16 0.08 0.22
log(O/H)+124 8.60 8.66 8.64 8.62 8.62 8.67 8.56
1 from N2, 2 from O3N2, 3 Mean log(O/H)+12, 4 log(O/H)+12
based on gradient in Cedrés, Urbaneja & Cepa (2004)
the O3N2 indicator we find a similar range of log(O/H)+12= 8.56–
8.92 (±0.25 dex) with regions in general agreement by ±0.15 dex.
The derived metallicity for Source #1024 differs by ∼0.3 dex be-
tween methods but is still in agreement within errors. Overall
we find an average value of log(O/H)+12= 8.66±0.24 dex for the
metallicity of H ii regions in M101. This is consistent with the
metallicities derived in Bresolin (2007) and Rosa & Benvenuti
(1994) but is slightly higher than we would expect from the metal-
licity gradient of 8.769(±0.06)–0.90(±0.08)(R/R0) found by Ce-
drés, Urbaneja & Cepa (2004). One explanation may be that all
of our regions lie within the central regions of M101 with R/R25 of
0.04 to 0.22, based on an inclination of 18 degrees, PA= 45 degrees
(Kenney et al. 1991) and a distance of 6.4Mpc. In contrast, the ma-
jority of the 90 regions used by Cedrés, Urbaneja & Cepa (2004)
are within R/R0 = 0.30.
4.2 Stellar Analysis
Wolf-Rayet candidates can be identified from narrow-band He ii
imaging and photometry but they can only be confirmed as bonafide
WR stars from spectroscopy. The photometric properties of each
WR candidate presented in this paper are taken from HST imaging
(see Shara et al. (2013) for details) and are presented in Table 3.
Spectroscopy allows us to identify Nitrogen-rich (WN) stars pre-
Figure 2. An archival DSS image of M101 showing the location of the
spectrographically confirmed WR stars along with their ID’s.
dominantly from their He ii λ4686 emission line while carbon-rich
(WC) stars are seen to be dominated by C iii λ4650 and C iv λ5808.
Rarer oxygen-rich (WO) stars are identified by O iv λ3811-34 emis-
sion lines; however, these lines lie outside the spectral range of our
observations.
We have spectroscopically confirmed 10 WR sources within
M101 as indicated in Figure 2. For completeness we present more
detailed finding charts in Appendix B. As for the nebular analysis
we used the dipso emission line fitting routine ELF to measure the
flux from the stellar source, results of which are presented in Ta-
ble 4. Typical errors for the flux measurements were higher than
expected at ∼±20% for strong lines such as He ii and C iv. This
is likely due to the fact that the 1′′ slit covers ∼30pc in physical
size so there are more surrounding massive stars to contribute to
the continuum and dilute the WR emission lines, producing a weak
excess.
Previous studies use the line ratios of Smith el al. (1996)
and Smith el al. (1990) to classify WN and WC subtypes, respec-
tively along with the LMC line luminosities from Crowther & Had-
field (2006) to estimate the number of WN and WC stars within
each source. However, M101 is known to be a metal-rich galaxy
(Bresolin 2007) and we consistently find our WR sources in solar
and super-solar regions (see Section 4.1) so instead we use Galactic
templates from observations of WR stars in Rosslowe & Crowther
(2015) to estimate the number of WR stars in M101. The templates
are adjusted to a Galactic distance of 1kpc and assume an aver-
age extinction for each subtype. The properties of each star used
in each template are summarised in Appendix C. We note that for
super-solar metallicity regions, such as #1016, the WR emission is
expected to be stronger therefore the number of WR stars stated is
an upper limit.
Within our 10WR sources we have identified 11WC stars and
4 WN stars. Figure 3 shows an example of our spectra along with
the Galactic template stars whilst additional spectra are presented
in Appendix D. We find mid- and late-type WN stars (Smith el
al. 1996) in our M101 survey but no early-type WN stars, which
MNRAS 000, 1–23 ()
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is consistent with the online WR Galactic catalogue hosted by
Crowther 2 (and references therein), which shows that over 90% of
the WR stars classified in the Milky Way to have subtype later than
WN5. For our WC stars we see both WC4-6 and WC7-8 subtypes,
indicating a trend towards later types but not as clear as for the
Galactic sample. Again, small number statistics prevent any firm
conclusion.
Interestingly, we see our WN stars located in regions of
sub-solar metallicity between log(O/H)+12= 8.49–8.61, whereas
our WC stars favour slightly more metal-rich regions of
log(O/H)+12= 8.69–8.85. This is consistent with stellar evolution-
ary theory, which predicts that the WC/WN ratio should increase in
metal-rich regions due to stronger stellar winds and enhanced strip-
ping of the outer layers (Eldridge & Vink 2006; Meynet & Maeder
2005). Since our WR stars are all within the inner galaxy we are
cautious not to make any direct comparisons but the presence of
WN7-8 stars in the most central regions is consistent with the pres-
ence of WN9 stars in the inner regions of our own Galaxy. Obtain-
ing spectra of additional WR candidates will allow us to test this
theory further. We note that 3 of our WR sources, including the
composite WN+WC source, do not exhibit nebular lines in their
spectra so we cannot determine their local metallicity.
4.3 Synthetic Magnitudes
As described in Section 3 we used synthetic magnitudes to deter-
mine the slit losses for each MOS mask. When comparing the mag-
nitudes derived from the ground-based spectra we find that the syn-
thetic He ii magnitudes are at least 1 magnitude greater than the
WFC3/F469N magnitudes in all but one source. This suggests that
most of our spectra have multiple stars in the slit which is unsurpris-
ing given the 0.8′′ versus 0.1′′ resolution difference. This is further
highlighted in the 2×2 arcmin images of each source presented in
Appendix A where additional sources can be seen within 1′′ (our
GMOS slit size) of eachWR candidate with the exception of source
#56. Unsurprisingly, Source #56 is the only source where the WR
component dominates the spectra, indicating an He ii excess of –
1.16 mag. The crowding owing to the 1′′ slit width results in a syn-
thetic He ii excess of a m(He ii) - m(Continuum) excess 6–0.15mag
for all but one source (#49). This excess is within typical errors of
ground-based photometry and as such these WR stars would not
have been identified as WR candidates from ground-based imaging
such as that presented in Bibby & Crowther (2012).
4.4 Non Detections
In total 208 WR candidates were included in the 7 MOS mask de-
signs. There was an error in the co-ordinate transformation from
the HST imaging to the GMOS pre-imaging so oneMOSmask (#7)
yielded noWR spectra. In addition, we used one MOSmask (#4) to
try to acquire spectra of the faintest WR stars with mF435W624mag,
however none of these 17 candidates in this mask were extracted
successfully. This reduced the total number of WR candidates to
159 sources.
Out of these 19% of spectra revealed nebular lines, 11% ab-
sorption lines, 7% WR emission lines and 3% had the He ii λ4686
emission line located in a chip gap. We hoped to avoid diagnostic
2 P.Crowther hosts an up-to-date Galactic WR catalogue at
http://pacrowther.staff.shef.ac.uk/WRcat/index.php
(a) Source #112
(b) Source #1012
(c) Source #56
Figure 3. Normalised, extinction and distance corrected spectra of WR
sources in M101 along with Galactic WR template spectra from Rosslowe
& Crowther (2015). The units shown are Luminosity per unit wavelength.
Source a) shows a single WN7-8 star, b) a single WC4 star and c) a compos-
ite of oneWN4-6 and twoWC4-6 stars. The template spectra are offset from
the observed spectra for clarity. We note the feature just short of 4600Åin
Source #56 is due to the chip gap extrapolation with the Gemini packages
and is not real.
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lines falling into chip gaps by using 2 central wavelengths how-
ever the combined spectra often was not clean enough to identify a
WR emission line confidently. Unfortunately the remaining spectra
showed only noise or could not be extracted. On further inspection,
the majority of our WR candidates had mF435W624mag in the con-
tinuum so it is not surprising that they could not be extracted as was
found with MOS mask #4.
No WR stars fainter than mF435W = 23.64mag were detected
by Gemini/GMOS and we note for future observations that this
limits us to the brighter stars in M101. Moreover, the photometry
presented in Table 3 indicates that the WR stars had mF435W -mF469N
excesses >0.36mag suggesting that our GMOS survey is favouring
the strongest emission-line stars. Nonetheless theWR stars we have
detected are strongly supportive of our identification of candidates
asWR stars. We expect that a number of the objects we were unabel
to detect as WR strs in these observations will ultimately be shown
to be WR stars, as their luminosity function suggests. To confirm
this however, more sensitive observations will be required.
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Table 3. Photometric properties of the WR stars spectrographically confirmed in M101. The RA and DEC positions are taken from the WFC3 F469N image.
ID RA Dec R/R25 m f469N err mF435W err mF555W err mF814W err Mask #
56 14:03:25.915 54:20:39.01 0.14 22.59 0.03 23.08 0.02 23.94 0.02 25.23 0.03 1
1030 14:03:16.533 54:20:44.45 0.04 22.92 0.11 23.64 0.46 24.67 0.05 – – 1
48 14:03:25:286 54:19:17.87 0.18 22.61 0.03 23.56 0.03 24.30 0.03 25.33 0.05 1
1012 14:03:02.861 54:20:11.61 0.11 22.16 0.02 22.62 0.02 23.59 0.03 24.60 0.05 2
1016 14:03:04.711 54:19:24.14 0.13 22.40 0.08 23.20 0.05 24.12 0.05 24.68 0.08 2
49 14:03:23.604 54:19:24.71 0.16 22.43 0.04 23.49 0.01 24.33 0.02 25.65 0.03 4
112 14:03:24.893 54:19:43.16 0.16 22.18 0.09 – – 22.71 0.04 23.96 0.10 5
114 14:03:29.640 54:22:35.91 0.21 20.70 0.04 20.24 0.06 20.60 0.04 21.68 0.05 5
1024 14:03:13.561 54:19:47.72 0.08 22.67 0.08 23.03 0.02 23.81 0.03 24.74 0.05 6
2053 14:03:32.816 54:20:07.79 0.22 24.83 0.10 – – – – – – 6
Table 4. Observed fluxes (Fλ) and corrected luminosities (Lλ) for WR stars in M101 confirmed with Gemini/GMOS observations. Errors on the line fluxes
are shown in parenthesis. Sources are corrected for slit loss and dereddened using the extinction determined from the nebular emission in the spectrum. Where
no nebular emission is present a value of E(B-V)= 0.44 is taken from Lee et al. (2009) and luminosities are based on a distance of 6.4Mpc from Shappee &
Stanek (2011). WN and WC numbers are derived from Galactic WR templates from Rosslowe & Crowther (2015).
Fλ (×10−16 erg s−1 cm−2) Lλ (×1036 erg s−1)
ID R/R25 F(N iii) F(C iii) F(He ii) F(He ii) F(C iii) F(C iv) E(B-V) L(He ii) L(C iv) N(WN) N(WC)
λ4612-30 λ4650 λ4686 λ5411 λ5696 λ5808 λ4686 λ5808
56 0.14 – 1.27(0.14) 1.35(0.14) 0.54(0.12) – 1.64(0.14) 0.44 3.19 2.56 1×WN4-6 2×WC4-6
1030 0.04 – 1.10(0.17) 1.22(0.23) – 0.92(0.26) 0.76(0.19) 0.44 2.84 1.23 – 2×WC7-8
48 0.18 – – 3.17(0.40) – – – 0.14 2.62 – 1×WN4-6 –
1012 0.11 – 3.83(0.54) 2.58(0.47) – – 3.69(1.18) 0.09 1.68 2.24 – 1×WC4-6
1016 0.13 – 11.6(1.68) 6.13(1.56) – 6.27(0.68) 2.38(0.48) 0.59 13.8 12.0 – 1×WC7-8
49 0.16 – 5.07(0.27) – – – 1.88(0.12) 0.12 – 1.33 – 3×WC4-6
112 0.16 – – 1.93(0.40) – – – 0.53 5.25 – 1×WN7-8 –
114 0.21 – 1.45(0.33) – – – 1.23(0.32) 0.44 – 2.49 – 1×WC4-6
1024 0.08 – 1.86(0.30) – – 1.00(0.15) 0.24(0.11) 0.46 – 0.28 – 1×WC7-8
2053 0.22 6.3(0.11) – 6.59(0.16) – – – 0.98 90.7 – 1×WN7-8 –
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5 WR STARS IN H II REGIONS
H ii regions are formed and powered by the ionising radiation pro-
duced by massive O stars. The number of O stars and amount of
ionising radiation influences the size of the H ii region. Classical
H ii regions contain only a handful of O stars and are typically of or-
der 10pc in diameter. Giant H ii regions are of order ∼100pc in size,
hosting ∼100 O7 v stars. However, giant H ii regions often host sep-
arate star-forming regions of different sizes and ages so there is not
a direct size-luminosity correlation. Since only O stars are capable
of producing such regions, one would expect O stars, WR stars and
resulting core-collapse supernovae to be associated with such H ii
regions. However, in the Milky Way only 27% of WR stars are seen
to be associated with such regions (Crowther 2015) which is most
likely due to the fact that they are ejected or that the star-forming
region is unbound so dissolves quickly (Crowther 2013). It is also
possible that the H ii region fades quicker than the average lifetime
of the WR stars or that the cluster itself may still be embedded due
to its young age (Gvaramadze et al. 2012); rarely these stars might
also form in isolation.
In addition to investigating the association with H ii regions
we can also estimate the O star population itself. We have used
flux calibrated KPNO/JAG Hα images from Knapen et al. (2004),
corrected for extinction and [N ii] contamination, to determine the
Hα luminosity for each region. Using the relation of Kennicutt
(1998) we can determine the number of ionising photons from the
strength of the Hα emission which in turn allows us to estimate the
number of O stars present, assuming 1049 photons s−1 for an O7V
star (Vacca 1994). For six of our WR sources we can compare the
WR/O7V ratio as a function of metallicity to predictions from evo-
lutionary models (such as Eldridge & Vink (2006)) but with so few
points it is not possible to make any helpful comparison. Also, we
do not account for the contribution of WR stars to the ionising pho-
tons (Vacca & Conti 1992). For example, in source #49 the 3 WC
stars present would be expected to contribute significantly towards
the ionising flux so the WR/O= 0.75 ratio is a lower limit since the
number of O stars is not required to be as high to account for the
measured flux. Our full survey of M101 will allow us to investigate
this in more detail.
We have identified whether a WR star is directly in, on the
edge of an H ii region or is truly isolated and have identified the
region from Hodge et al. (1990) and use their nomenclature in this
work. Aperture photometry was performed in gaia and each aper-
ture size was determined based on a 95% luminosity cut with back-
ground subtraction performed by using an additional aperture of
the same radius on an ’empty’ region local to the H ii region. The
corresponding aperture radii, luminosity measurements and result-
ing O star population for each source are presented in Table 5. The
error on the final number of O stars is ∼10% which results from the
choice of aperture size although this does not account for the error
associated with the ionising flux from WR stars; the errors on the
flux measurements themselves are of order 1%.
Seven of our 10 sources exhibit Hα emission in their spectra,
from which we conclude that 70% of WR stars in M101 are found
in H ii regions (based on small number statistics of course). On in-
spection of archival KPNO imaging (Knapen et al. 2004) we also
conclude that 70% of WR stars are in H ii regions, however there
are discrepancies between the imaging and spectroscopic data.
Source #112 is directly located in an H ii region in both
archival KPNO and HST narrow-band Hα imaging and, as one
would expect, shows nebular emission lines in its spectrum. Con-
versely, the spectrum of source #114 does not show nebular emis-
sion but does show stellar absorption features typical of a main-
sequence A star along with WR emission lines. Ground-based
KPNO imaging suggests that the source is in an H ii region, how-
ever the superior spatial resolution of HST/ACS imaging reveals
that the source is actually ∼2 arcsec NW of the H ii region. We note
that the resolution of the KPNO imaging is ∼2.5 arcsec.
The lack of nebular emission in Source #56 is consistent with
no Hα detection in the KPNO imaging (Figure 4). Since the spec-
trum of source #56 reveals the presence of both WN and WC stars
it is likely that the H ii region is beyond the detection limits of the
KPNO imaging. In addition, archival HST F658N imaging does
not reveal the presence of an H ii region, suggesting that the gas
from the star cluster has been expelled. The projected distance of
Source #56 from the closest cluster is ∼150 pc which is consistent
with the distance a runaway WR star can travel in its lifetime (El-
dridge, Langer, Tout 2011). The presence of multiple WR stars in
the GMOS spectrum makes this scenario unlikely.
The spectrum of Source #1030 has a chip gap at the location
of the Hαλ6563 emission, but the star but is located on the edge of
an H ii region in the KPNO image, which the HST imaging reveals
to be a stream connecting two H ii regions. The most likely expla-
nation is that the spatially extended Hα emission is too weak to be
detected in the GMOS spectra. Interestingly, source #48 does show
Hα emission in its spectrum, however the KPNO imaging does not
reveal any H ii region. This would suggest that there is a faint, un-
derlying H ii region beyond the detection limits of the KPNO data
which is confirmed to be the case from archival HST F658N imag-
ing.
In addition to #112, a further three of our WR sources, #1012,
1016, and 1024 present a nebular spectrum and are located in H ii
regions seen in both KPNO and HST imaging. Although sources
#49 and #2053 exhibit Hα emission in the GMOS spectroscopy
and KPNO imaging the resolution of HST reveals that they are in
fact on the edge of the H ii region, suggesting that the spectroscopic
detection is of the H ii region itself. The location of eachWR source
relative to the Hα emission is presented in Appendix A.
In summary, from KPNO Hα imaging we conclude that 70%
of WR stars in our sample are in H ii regions, 10% are associated
with H ii regions and 20% are not associated with H ii regions. How-
ever, from the improved spatial resolution of HST our conclusions
are 50% in, 40% associated with and 10% not in H ii regions. The
high fraction of WR stars being associated with H ii regions is not
consistent with the low fraction (27%) of WR stars associated with
star-forming regions presented by Crowther (2015). Whilst we do
not claim these results to be statistically robust due to small num-
ber statistics, the difference between the conclusions based on the
two sets of imaging, particularly between those directly in or on
the edge of a H ii region, demonstrates how the spatial resolution
and sensitivity of imaging can lead to different interpretations of
stellar environment. Moreover, the spectroscopic results presented
here are limited to the brighter WR stars which are more likely to
be found in bright H ii regions. We expect a full spectroscopic sur-
vey including the fainter WR candidates to reduce the fraction of
WR stars seen in H ii regions.
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Table 5. Hα+[N ii] flux measurements of the H ii regions confirmed to host WR stars. We note that the radius of the H ii region is largely influenced by
the spatial resolution of the images and is quoted for information only. The Hα flux is corrected for distance, extinction and [N ii] contribution and the Hα
luminosity is determined using the calibration of Knapen et al. (2004) and the N(07 v) stars using 1049 photons/s (Vacca 1994).
WR Hodge RA1 Dec1 Radius F(Hα+[N ii]) E(B-V) [N ii]/ L(Hα) log Q0 N(O7 v) N(WR)/ Spectra KPNO HST
ID ID (h:m:s) (◦:’:”) (arcsec) (erg s−1 cm−2) Hα (erg s−1) (s −1) N(O7 v)
56 No No No
1030 733 14:03:10.786 54:20:18.34 3.32 4.29×10−14 0.44 0.54 3.71×1038 50.44 28 0.07 No Edge Edge
48 Yes No Yes
1012 470 14:03:07.184 54:22:21.02 4.22 7.69×10−14 0.09 0.35 3.79×1038 50.17 15 0.14 Yes Yes Yes
1016 505,507 14:03:01.800 54:22:03.87 6.27 3.08×10−13 0.59 0.63 3.39×1039 51.40 250 0.004 Yes Yes Yes
49 872 14:03:02.108 54:19:16.07 2.34 5.11×10−15 0.12 0.67 5.37×1037 49.60 4 0.75 Yes Yes Edge
112 901 14:03:04.219 54:19:05.39 3.86 7.49×10−14 0.53 0.30 1.30×1039 50.98 96 0.01 Yes Yes Yes
114 998 14:03:23.969 54:18:24.57 3.37 5.56×10−14 0.44 0.54 1.93×1039 51.16 145 0.007 No Yes Edge
1024 671 14:03:04.531 54:20:45.32 2.90 1.63×10−14 0.46 0.22 2.39×1038 50.25 18 0.06 Yes Yes Yes
2053 1044 14:03:07.460 54:17:55.79 6.87 3.88×10−13 0.98 0.14 3.28×1040 52.39 2454 0.0004 Yes Yes Edge
1Co-ordinates of the H ii region are taken from the KPNO Hα image in Knapen et al. (2004)
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(a) KPNO/JAG, Hα (b) Gemini/GMOS, g’-band
(c) HST/WFC3, F469N (d) HST/WFC3, F469N
Figure 4. Postage stamp images of ∼1 arcmin showing the location of WR
source #56 (square) and associated H ii region #937 (circle) as observed
with different telescopes (a-c). Image (d) is a close up on (c) clearly identi-
fying the WR star. The orientation of the images is North up and East left.
6 SUMMARY
We spectrographically confirmed the detection of 15 WR stars
within 10 He ii emission sources in M101. From comparison with
Galactic templates we conclude that these regions host 4 WN and
11 WC stars, indicating that our detections are biased towards WC
stars. This is not surprising given the higher He ii excess for WC
stars compared to WN stars. Moreover, all of our regions are metal-
rich so we expect a WC/WN ratio >1 based on the evolutionary
models from Eldridge & Vink (2006), which is consistent with our
findings though our sample is limited by small number statistics.
We see no distinctive division between the locations of WC
and WN stars, though again, our sample is small. The successful
detection of both WC and WN stars demonstrates that our imaging
technique is sensitive to both, including the coolest WC and WN
stars, WC7-8 and WN7-8, respectively.
The main challenge to spectroscopically confirming WR stars
in M101 is the required line to continuum contrast, since the He ii
excess, or line-to-continuum ratio, is our primary diagnostic for
identifying WR candidates. This can be hindered by intrinsically
weak WR emission (e.g. in low metallicity environments) hence
high S/N observations are required in future to confirm these can-
didates as bonafide WR stars. A companion star or surrounding
massive stars within the same slit will also increase the continuum
and dilute the WR emission line making the confirmation of a WR
more difficult; high resolution observations are required to over-
come this as well as careful mapping of sources from HST imaging
to ground-based spectra.
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APPENDIX A: LOCATION OF WR SOURCES IN RELATION TO H II REGIONS
Postage stamp images of ∼1 arcmin showing the location of the H ii region closest to the WR source. Circles indicate the location of the
H ii region in (a) - (c) and of the WR star in (d). Where the WR star is located outside the H ii region a square has been used to identify it’s
location.
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(a) KPNO/JAG, Hα (b) Gemini/GMOS, g’-band (c) HST/WFC3,F469N (d) HST/WFC3, F469N
Figure A1. Source #1030
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure A2. Source # 48
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure A3. Source # 1012
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure A4. Source # 1016
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure A5. Source # 49
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure A6. Source # 112
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure A7. Source # 114
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure A8. Source # 1024
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure A9. Source # 2053
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APPENDIX B: FINDING CHARTS FOR WR STARS
This appendix contains 2×2 arcmin stamps of each WR star in the a) F469N, b) F435W, c) F555W, d) F814W and e) continuum subtracted
F469N filters.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure B1. Source # 1012 in F469N, F435W, F555W, F814W and continuum subtracted F469N filters, respectively
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure B2. Source # 1016 in F469N, F435W, F555W, F814W and continuum subtracted F469N filters, respectively
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure B3. Source # 1024 in F469N, F435W, F555W, F814W and continuum subtracted F469N filters, respectively
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure B4. Source # 1030 in F469N, F435W, F555W, F814W and continuum subtracted F469N filters, respectively
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure B5. Source # 112 in F469N, F435W, F555W, F814W and continuum subtracted F469N filters, respectively
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure B6. Source # 114 in F469N, F435W, F555W, F814W and continuum subtracted F469N filters, respectively
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure B7. Source # 2053 in F469N, F435W, F555W, F814W and continuum subtracted F469N filters, respectively
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure B8. Source # 48 in F469N, F435W, F555W, F814W and continuum subtracted F469N filters, respectively
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure B9. Source # 49 in F469N, F435W, F555W, F814W and continuum subtracted F469N filters, respectively
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure B10. Source # 56 in F469N, F435W, F555W, F814W and continuum subtracted F469N filters, respectively
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APPENDIX C: DATA FOR GALACTIC FLUX TEMPLATES
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Table C1. This appendix contains information regarding the Galactic WR stars used to produce the flux templates used in this analysis, taken from Rosslowe
& Crowther (2015) and will be updated following the GAIA DR2 release.
ID Subtype Distance (kpc) E(B-V)
WN4-6 template
WR1 WN4b 2.3 1.09
WR6 WN4b 1.8 0.17
WR7 WN4b 5.5 0.69
WR18 WN4b 2.3 0.91
WR134 WN6b 1.9 0.50
WR136 WN6b 1.3 0.59
WN7-8 template
WR12 WN7 4.2 0.72
WR66 WN8 3.6 1.12
WC4-6
WR144 WC4 1.4 2.65
WR111 WC5 1.9 0.34
WR114 WC5 2.05 1.45
WR23 WC6 2.3 0.42
WR154 WC6 3.5 0.78
WC7-8 template
WR14 WC7 2.2 0.57
WR68 WC7 3.6 1.55
WR135 WC8 1.9 0.28
WR53 WC8d 4.2 0.58
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APPENDIX D: SPECTRA FOR EACH WR SOURCE.
This appendix contains the flux calibrated Gemini/GMOS spectra of each WR source. Also shown is the best fitting Galactic WR template
spectra from Rosslowe & Crowther (2015).
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Figure D1. Spectrum of Source # 1016.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by the author.
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Figure D2. Spectrum of Source # 1024.
Figure D3. Spectrum of Source # 1030.
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Figure D4. Spectrum of Source # 114.
Figure D5. Spectrum of Source # 2053.
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Figure D6. Spectrum of Source # 49.
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